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Highly efficient electrochemical reforming of CH4/CO2
in a solid oxide electrolyser
Jinhai Lu,1 Changli Zhu,1 Changchang Pan,1 Wenlie Lin,2 John P. Lemmon,3 Fanglin Chen,4

Chunsen Li,2 Kui Xie1*

Reforming CH4 into syngas using CO2 remains a fundamental challenge due to carbon deposition and nano-
catalyst instability. We, for the first time, demonstrate highly efficient electrochemical reforming of CH4/CO2 to produce
syngas in a solid oxide electrolyser with CO2 electrolysis in the cathode and CH4 oxidation in the anode. In situ
exsolution of an anchored metal/oxide interface on perovskite electrode delivers remarkably enhanced coking
resistance and catalyst stability. In situ Fourier transform infrared characterizations combined with first principle
calculations disclose the interface activation of CO2 at a transition state between a CO2 molecule and a carbonate
ion. Carbon removal at the interfaces is highly favorable with electrochemically provided oxygen species, even in
the presence of H2 or H2O. This novel strategy provides optimal performance with no obvious degradation after
300 hours of high-temperature operation and 10 redox cycles, suggesting a reliable process for conversion of CH4

into syngas using CO2.

INTRODUCTION
CO2 and CH4 are important contributors to the greenhouse effect, as
well as cheap and nontoxic building blocks for current single-carbon
source chemistry (1). Conversion of CH4 into syngas using CO2 not
only provides the key feedstock for Fischer-Tropsch synthesis but also
contributes to the mitigation of greenhouse gases. The dry reforming
of CH4withCO2, an endothermic reaction (CO2+CH4= 2CO+2H2),
is particularly interesting from an economic point of view and has long
been considered as a viable method to convert CH4 into syngas. How-
ever, carbon deposition, which mainly originates from CO dispropor-
tionation and CH4 pyrolysis, causes severe deactivation of non-noble
metal catalysts like nickel (2, 3). Long-term stability of nanocatalysts at
high temperatures remains another major challenge due to nanopar-
ticle agglomeration leading to performance degradation (4, 5). In
terms of mechanism, the dry reforming of CH4 with CO2 mainly pro-
ceeds with CH4 dehydrogenation/oxygenation and decomposition of
CO2 to CO in a thermal catalysis process. In addition, this reaction
would be ideally realized in an efficient electrochemical process by
combining CO2 electrolysis (CO2 + 2e− = CO + O2−) with electro-
chemical oxidation of CH4 (CH4 + O2− = CO+ 2H2 + 2e−) in a simul-
taneous process.

Solid oxide electrolysers (SOEs) as the key technology of CO2

electrolysis have been attracting great interest because of their high
efficiencies in producing low-carbon fuels from renewable electrical
energy (6, 7). The advantages of long life, flexible scale, and low cost
have demonstrated huge practical application potentials. They can ex-
ploit available high-temperature exhaust heat to maximize electrical
energy efficiency, and the high operation temperature of around 800°
to 1000°C well fits the requirement of the dry reforming of CH4 with
CO2 to generate syngas. In an oxide ion–conducting SOE,CO2 gas can
be directly electrolyzed into CO and O2− (CO2 + 2e− = CO + O2−) at

the cathode, while the generatedO2− ions travel through the electrolyte
to the anode to form O2 gas (O

2− − 2e− = 1/2O2), under an externally
applied potential. This unique mechanism provides the possibility of
direct utilization of O2− to in situ electrochemically oxidize CH4 (CH4 +
O2− = CO + 2H2 + 2e−) into syngas in the anode. In this case, the
electrochemical reforming of CH4/CO2 with CO2 reduction in the
cathode and CH4 oxidation in the anode may be achieved through
an efficient electrochemical process, which would demonstrate huge
economic and sustainability potential when exploiting available ex-
haust heat streams and renewable electrical energy.

Electrochemical reforming of CH4/CO2 in an SOE involves the
electrolysis of CO2 in the cathode and the electrochemical oxidation
ofCH4 in the anode in a simultaneous process. TheCOdisproportion-
ation andCH4 pyrolysismay bemainly distributed on the cathode and
anode, respectively, which may accordingly relieve the severe carbon
deposition that is commonly observed in the dry reforming of CH4

with CO2 on a metal catalyst. In addition, the electrochemical pump
of oxygen species to the anode would facilitate the removal and oxida-
tion of deposited carbon on the porous electrode scaffold (8). Here, we
use redox-stable perovskite-type La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Mn0.5O3−d (LSCM)
both as cathode and anode to assemble a symmetric cell for electro-
chemical reforming of CH4/CO2. Ceramic LSCM is amixed conductor
with very high oxygen storage capacity and has already demonstrated
excellent coking resistance for CH4 reforming and oxidation (9, 10). In
addition, LSCMhas been confirmed to be an excellent coking-resistant
cathode for CO2 electrolysis with long-term stability being observed
during high-temperature operation (11, 12). However, the perform-
ance of these ceramic electrodes is still limited by insufficient electro-
catalytic activity, although it can be substantially enhanced by loading
metal nanocatalyst to create sufficient active interfaces.

The incorporation of catalytic Ni nanoparticles has already been
proved to be an effective approach to enhance catalytic activity for CO2

dry reforming of CH4. However, long-term instability of the nanocatalysts
remains a major challenge due to nanocatalyst agglomeration leading
to catalysis performance degradation at high temperatures (13). An
alternativemethod is to dope themetal in the host lattice of LSCMwhen
preparing the catalyst in air, which is then exsolved in the form of me-
tallic nanoparticles at the surface of an LSCM scaffold under reducing
conditions. In thisway, themetal nanoparticles can be grown in situ and
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anchored on the LSCM surface if the conditions are carefully chosen to
avoid full decomposition. In this case, any possible agglomeration of
exsolved metal nanoparticles on the substrate can be remedied by peri-
odically cycling from oxidizing to reducing conditions. The in situ
growth of metal nanoparticles directly from a perovskite backbone
support particularly exhibits enhanced high-temperature stability and
coking resistance for CO2 electrolysis due to the stronger metal/oxide
interactions resulting from anchored interface architectures at the na-
noscale (14). An additional way of improving catalytic performance
with coking resistance is formation of alloy nanoparticles between Ni
and other metals. This alloy catalyst with intimate interaction between
differentmetals delivers excellent performance both for catalytic activity
and coking resistance for the dry reforming of CH4 with CO2 (15). It is
therefore proposed that a highly efficient electrochemical reforming of
CH4/CO2 with remarkable coking resistance and long-term stability
would be anticipated when using a perovskite LSCM electrode scaffold
with in situ exsolution of alloy nanocatalysts in an SOE. The Ni1−xCux
alloys in the interface architectures are expected to deliver strong
interface interactions that highly favor CO2 electrolysis in the cathode
and CH4 oxidation in the anode. Copper has a lower selectivity toward
H2 evolution, but it has excellent CO2/CO adsorption properties and
coking resistance (16, 17). In contrast, Ni has high catalytic activity
but tends to be prone to high coke formation (18). We therefore take
a compromise approach by in situ forming Ni1−xCux alloys in the
interface architectures and using the respective catalysis characteristics
of both nickel and copper.

Here, we, for the first time, develop an efficient electrochemical
reforming of CH4/CO2 to produce syngas in an SOE; the schematic
of the process is shown in Fig. 1. We use redox-stable perovskite
LSCM both as cathode and anode, whereas the Ni1−xCux alloy nano-
catalysts are grown in situ on an LSCM scaffold to exsolve anchored
and confined interface architecture. The strong metal/oxide interface
interactions would deliver enhanced high-temperature stability and
coking resistance. Chemical activation of CO2 and carbon coking
resistance are investigated on these exsolved interfaces as well as their
effectiveness for the efficient electrochemical reforming of CH4/CO2

to produce syngas.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2A shows the x-ray diffraction (XRD) ofNi/Cu co-dopedLSCM
that are denoted as (La0.75Sr0.25)0.9(Cr0.5Mn0.5)0.9(Ni1−xCux)0.1O3−d

(LSCM-Ni1−xCux) in oxidation state. The doping of metal in the host
lattice would transform Ni/Cu into a metallic alloy nanocatalyst on
LSCM scaffold after reduction, whereas the A-site deficiency in perov-
skite LSCM would facilitate the exsolution of metal nanoparticles. As
expected, theNi/Cu are exclusively present asNi2+ andCu2+, as shown
in the x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) images in fig. S1, indi-
cating the successful doping in the host lattice. Figure 2B shows the
XRD of LSCM-Ni1−xCux in a reduced state, which reveals the pres-
ence of Ni1−xCux alloy phase upon reduction. XPS in fig. S1 confirms
that only metallic Ni/Cu is observed upon reduction, which further
validates the transformation ofNi2+ andCu2+ into ametallicNi1−xCux
alloy. The oxygen storage capacity of LSCM is around 0.09 mol in the
redox cycle, whereas the oxygen storage capacity is up to 0.18 mol for
LSCM-Ni1−xCux as shown in fig. S2A, which implies that up to 90% of
Ni/Cu dopants have been exsolved on LSCM scaffold upon reduction.
Figure 2C shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) graph of
LSCM particles after reduction, which displays the uniformNi0.5Cu0.5
nanoparticles anchoring the LSCM scaffold surface. The metallic al-
loy nanoparticles exist within a narrow size distribution, with an av-
erage of 40 nm, which should deliver highly active exsolved interfaces
at the nanoscale. Figure 2D shows that the grown Ni0.5Cu0.5 nanopar-
ticles deeply anchor on the LSCM substrate according to HRTEM
(high-resolution transmission electron microscopy) observations,
which demonstrates a clear heterojunction between the two phases
that is anticipated to produce a strong interaction at exsolved inter-
faces. In addition, the anchoring effect should provide enhanced
thermal stability against the severe long-term agglomeration,
whereas the nanoparticle regeneration is also possible through peri-
odic redox cycling. The exsolution of confined interfaces is a generic
approach that is expected to be extended to many more scaffolds by
synergistic control of doping and nonstoichiometry. Other substrates
like ceria and nickel can be doped into lattice to form a Ce1−xNixO2−d

solid solution, and then the nickel nanoparticles can be grown in situ
on the ceria surface after reduction at high temperatures.

The growth of metal nanoparticles on the LSCM scaffold further
improves themixed conductivity in a reducing atmosphere in fig. S2B.
The exsolved interfaces are expected to have enhanced catalytic activ-
ity, whereas the LSCM with oxygen nonstoichiometry may facilitate
chemical CO2 adsorption/activation at high temperatures. Figure 3A
shows the chemical adsorption of CO2 at 800°C in the in situ Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) test, whichdemonstrates the effective chem-
ical adsorption/activation of CO2 as confirmed by the transition state
(TS) between the CO2 molecule and the carbonate ion (19, 20). With
the exsolved interfaces, significant enhancement of chemical adsorption/
activation of CO2 would be anticipated on the tailored LSCM scaf-
fold. Theoretical calculations were tentatively performed to provide
mechanistic insights into the CO2 adsorption onto M/LCO (001)
surfaces, where M represents the Cu, Ni metal, and Ni-Cu alloy,
whereas LCO denotes a simplified LaCrO3 substrate. The possible
configurations for the most stable adsorption are shown in fig. S3
(A to C), whereas other configurations are shown in fig. S4. Most
of these adsorption configurations involve CO2 forming a bidentate.
The chemisorption on (Ni-Cu)/LCO demonstrates an adsorption
energy of −2.45 eV, which is significantly higher than that for the
Cu (−0.94 eV) and Ni (−1.96 eV) cluster, indicating a favorable alloy
effect for CO2 adsorption. An overview of adsorption energies, bond

Fig. 1. The schematic of electrochemical CO2/CH4 reforming process in an SOE
to produce syngas; CO2 electrolysis is performed in the cathode, whereas
electrochemical oxidation of CH4 is performed in the anode.
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distances, and angles is provided in table S1. In all (Ni-Cu)/LCO
systems, the O atom of CO2 binds with the surface Cr atom, whereas
the C atom binds with the Ni atom. The Ni-C distances are in the
range of 1.88 to 2.04 Å. The elongated C–O bonds and bent O–C–
O angles in CO2 additionally suggest significant activation upon ad-
sorption. On the other hand, we consider the possible effect of oxygen
vacancy on CO2 activation at the interfaces. We considered one oxy-
gen vacancy at the interface (fig. S5, A to C) and found that the ad-
sorption energy of (Ni-Cu)/LCO is significantly enhanced to−2.72 eV
as shown in Fig. 3B. The synergistic effect of the Ni-Cu alloy and ox-
ygen vacancy facilitates the adsorption of CO2 at interfaces. The con-
tour plots in fig. S3H show that the charge density changes mainly
emerge in the 2p orbitals of the C and O1 atoms of CO2, the Cu atom,
and the relevant surface Cr atoms. The C atom of the CO2 and the O2
atom gain the electrons, O1 also receives some electron density, do-
nated by all the surrounding atoms, and the Cr atoms of the LCO sur-
face and the Cu atom of the Ni-Cu clusters lose the electrons, which
means the charge transfers from the interface to CO2. To sum up, the
Ni-Cu cluster and surface defect with oxygen vacancy on the (Ni-Cu)/
LCO interface system would compose an active interface structure,
which greatly promotes the chemical adsorption of CO2. As
mentioned above, CO2 bending upon chemisorption suggests elec-
trons transfer from the interface to the CO2moiety. As shown in table
S1, most of the charges are transferred toward the carbon atom. The
charge transfer in the alloy is more favorable, which indicates that the
alloy tends to have stronger interaction with CO2, that is, more elec-
trons are transferred from the interface to the CO2; thus, the binding

of CO2 will be stronger. To validate the density functional theory
(DFT) calculation for mimicking the surface adsorption behavior at
high temperatures, we further conducted the molecular dynamics
simulation at 300 to 1100 K to understand the chemisorption of
CO2 at interfaces at high temperatures. As shown in fig. S5 (D to
L), the chemisorption of CO2 at the (Ni-Cu)/LCO (001) system sur-
face is still stable even at 300 to 1100 K, which further indicates that
the chemisorption of CO2 is pretty strong at the exsolved interface
architectures. The chemical adsorption/activation of CO2 at inter-
faces is expected to significantly enhance electrode activity.

Long-term stability of nanocatalysts at high temperatures re-
mains a major challenge due to nanoparticle agglomeration leading
to performance degradation. Here, the nickel-copper catalyst is ex-
solved and anchored on the LSCM scaffold as shown in Fig. 2C, which
should deliver enhanced high-temperature stability against nanopar-
ticle agglomeration. For the reforming of CH4/CO2 at high tempera-
tures, carbon deposition causes severe deactivation of nickel catalysts,
which mainly originates fromCO disproportionation and CH4 pyrol-
ysis. As shown in Fig. 3C, the LSCM scaffold with in situ–grown and
anchored Ni0.5Cu0.5 alloy nanoparticles demonstrates remarkable
coking resistance in the H2/CH4 mixture at 800°C for 3 hours. Only
a little amount of carbon is present at the exsolved interfaces. Howev-
er, serious carbon deposition is inevitable if metal nanoparticles are
simply loaded on the scaffold as shown in the inset image in Fig.
3C. One reason may be the strong interactions at the exsolved inter-
faces at nanoscale that enhance coking resistance of the nickel nano-
catalyst, which is probably due to the charge transferred from metal

Fig. 2. XRD patterns and microstructure of samples. (A and B) XRD of the oxidized samples (A) and reduced samples (B), respectively. a.u., arbitrary units; PDF, powder
diffraction file. (C) SEM image of the reduced LSCM-Ni0.5Cu0.5. (D) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) microscopic results of the reduced LSCM-Ni0.5Cu0.5.
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particles with strong interface interactions. Another reason would be
the alloy effects with strong interactions that can also enhance coking
resistance (15). In a real reforming process, we normally consider the
feasibility of carbon removal to evaluate the coking resistance perform-
ance. Here, we constructed a Ni/LCO (001) model with oxygen vacan-
cies at the interface to investigate the mechanism of carbon removal in
the presence ofH2 orH2O. According to previous studies (21, 22), H2O
prefers to dissociate at themetal/oxide interface compared tometal and
oxide surfaces. It is found thatH2O is strongly adsorbed onCr atoms at
the interface, which releases an energy of−1.94 eVand leads to a barrier
less than the O–H bond cleavage. The dissociated OH then reacts with
an adsorbed C on the Ni/LCO (001) interface via TS1 (reaction barrier,
0.46 eV) to form an intermediate COH, which is subsequently
dissociated to CO and H via TS2 (reaction barrier, 0.96 eV) as shown
in Fig. 3D. Because the reaction is carried out at a constant high tem-
perature of 800°C, the possibility of carbon removal induced by H2

was also considered. The results show that theH2molecules overcome
the energy barrier dissociation of 1.05 eV, and then the dissociated H
atom is adsorbed on the O atom near the interface. After the adsorp-
tion of the H atom, it will take out the O atom in LCO and form OH.
The OH reacts with C via TS3 (reaction barrier, 2.16 eV) to form
COH and then subsequently dissociates to CO, which is the same as
the case of carbon removal induced byH2O. Therefore, the systemhas a
strong resistance to carbon deposition at high temperatures because
of the synergistic effect of these two processes. In addition, the carbon

removal at the interfaces is highly favorable with electrochemically
provided oxygen species in the anode because the oxygen ion is sim-
ultaneously transported from the cathode under external applied
voltages, which would electrochemically oxidize the deposited carbon
into carbon monoxide gas and further substantially enhance coking
resistance.

Single solid oxide cells with porous LSCM electrode decorated
with nanoscale metal catalysts were constructed, respectively, and
the cell microstructures are shown in fig. S6. To evaluate the electrode
performance, the electrolysis of CO2 was initially performed with the
tailored LSCM cathode and the (La0.8Sr0.2)0.95MnO3−d (LSM) anode
at 800°C. Figure 4 (A and B) shows that the current-voltage (I-V) re-
lationship reveals the superior performance with up to 300% enhance-
ment of the LSCM cathodes with exsolved interfaces in comparison
to the bare LSCM cathode. The growth of metal nanoparticles dras-
tically improves the current density to 1.2 A cm−2 at 1.5 V when opti-
mum alloy compositions are obtained. These values are comparable
to the performances of nickel-decorated (La,Sr)(Ti,Mn)O3+d cathodes
and La0.43Ca0.37Ni0.06Ti0.94O3+d prepared with an electrochemical
switching method (14, 23). The in situ impedance spectra in fig. S7
show the electrode polarization resistance is as low as 0.3 ohm·cm2

for the Ni0.5Cu0.5-decorated LSCM, indicating the remarkable en-
hancement of electrode activity (24). The polarization resistance of elec-
trodes gradually decreases with increasing nickel content in Ni1−xCux
alloy nanoparticles when compared with all of the proportions, which

Fig. 3. The performance of CO2 adsorption and coking resistance. (A) In situ FTIR spectroscopy of CO2 for a series of samples at 800°C. (B) The most stable
adsorption configurations of CO2 on the defected site of the (Ni-Cu)/LCO (001) system surface. (C) Carbon coking resistance of LSCM-Ni0.5Cu0.5 with a flow of 20%
CH4/H2 at 800°C for 4 hours. (D) TS of carbon removal. The energies for removal of chemisorbed carbon species on Ni/LCO (001) are relative to the dissociation of
hydrogen on the Ni/LCO (001) interface. Asterisk denotes an adsorbed species on the Ni/LCO (001) surface.
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is attributed to the catalytic activity of nickel metal being greater than
that of copper. The catalytic activity of the electrode with exsolved in-
terfaces can be continuously tuned according to the strong dependence
of the electrode activity on the Ni1−xCux alloy compositions under re-
ducing atmospheres at high temperatures, whereas the optimum syn-
ergetic effect is observed for the Ni0.5Cu0.5 composition. Figure 4 (C
and D) shows the CO generation rate and current efficiency, respec-
tively, which again confirms that the synergy of interface catalysis and
alloy effect delivers the best performances with current efficiency up to
100%. Figure 5 (A and B) shows the I-V curves of the SOEs with CO2

electrolysis in the Ni0.5Cu0.5-LSCM cathode and CH4 oxidation in dif-
ferent anodes. The electrochemical oxidation of CH4 shows a strong
dependence on the Ni1−xCux composition in the interface architec-
tures, in which the current density also increases rapidly with increas-
ing nickel content up to 50% because of the high catalytic activity of
nickel. Thus, a high content of nickel catalyst improves the interface
catalysis. However, an optimum composition of Ni0.5Cu0.5 has been
proven to be highly effective to enhance electrochemical performance.
It is observed that the current density for CH4 oxidation has been sig-
nificantly enhanced by ~100% in contrast to the performances only
for CO2 electrolysis. The voltage is accordingly reduced by 0.1 to
0.2 V at identical current densities when the electrochemical oxida-
tion of CH4 is performed in the anode in conjunction with CO2 elec-
trolysis in the cathode. This further indicates that the electrochemical
reforming of CH4/CO2 is more efficient than CO2 electrolysis because
the CH4 atmosphere in the anode remarkably reduces oxygen partial
pressure that accordingly facilitates the whole electrochemical process.
In situ impedance tests as shown in Fig. 5C and fig. S8 further confirm
that the electrode polarization resistance is significantly reduced by 30%

in contrast to the CO2 electrolysis under identical operation conditions.
Figure 5D shows the generation of H2/CO in the anode in relation to
different Ni1−xCux compositions and applied voltages. The H2/CO pro-
duction demonstrates a strong dependence on Ni1−xCux composi-
tions in the anode, where the best performances are observed for the
Cu0.5Ni0.5-LSCM anode, which indicates that the optimum alloy
composition delivers the best enhanced activity for electrochemical oxi-
dation of CH4 in the anode. In addition, the H2/CO ratio shows a de-
pendence on the applied voltages with an optimum ratio of 2 below
1.1 V; however, a ratio below 2 is observed at higher voltages, indi-
cating the tendency of selective oxidation of CO in H2/CO mixtures
at high voltages that decreases CO concentration in contrast toH2. In
this simultaneous process, the conversion ratio of CO2/CH4 would
rely on both the gas flow rates and the passing current densities,
whereas up to 90% conversion ratios can be obtained without obvi-
ous carbon deposition from the CO disproportionation and CH4 py-
rolysis. Here, syngas is the main product, but ethylene is ~500 parts
per million, which also confirms the possibility of direct generation
of ethylene. If in situ catalysis is combined with the electrochemical
process on a porous electrode in a single step, then the CO2/CH4

would be further directly converted into chemicals such as ethylene
when the exsolved interfaces with iron nanoparticles were used to
better suit the in situ catalysis process. Figure S9 shows the short-
term performance of the electrochemical reforming of CH4/CO2

with the Cu0.5Ni0.5-LSCM electrode in a symmetric cell, which indi-
cates remarkable stability even after 300 hours of high-temperature
operation. The all-perovskite symmetric cell demonstrates excellent
redox stability even after 10 redox cycles within the frames of these
experiments. The exsolution of anchored metal/oxide interfaces to

Fig. 4. The performances of CO2 electrolysis. (A) The I-V curves of the electrolysers based on different cathode materials for CO2 electrolysis at 800°C. (B) The short-
term performances of CO2 electrolysis at different applied voltages. (C and D) CO production (C) and current efficiencies (D) with various cathode materials.
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the perovskite lattice at nanoscale is expected to improve both long-
term and redox stability by preventing particle coalescence driven by
surface energy reduction.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a highly efficient electro-
chemical reforming of CH4/CO2 in an all-perovskite SOE with ex-
ceptionally high performance and stability. The exsolved metal/
oxide interfaces at nanoscale show strong interactions that deliver
enhanced coking resistance and stability. These confined metal/oxide
interface architectures enable both carbon removal performance
and high-temperature chemical CO2 adsorption/activation. In addi-
tion, our work furthermore exhibits high-temperature stability for
300 hours with significant redox cycling ability, providing the tools
to develop an alternative route for CO2/CH4 conversion for energy
conversion and storage.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Synthesis
LSCM and (La0.75Sr0.25)0.9(Cr0.5Mn0.5)0.9(NixCu1−x)0.1O3−d

[LSCMNi, x = 1.0; LSCM-Ni0.75Cu0.25, x = 0.75; LSCM-Ni0.5Cu0.5,
x = 0.5; LSCM-Ni0.25Cu0.75, x = 0.25; LSCMCu, x = 0] were synthe-
sized using a glycine-nitrate combustion method (25, 26). The col-
lected powders were sintered at 1200°C for 5 hours with a heating rate
of 3°Cmin−1 in air. The LSMandCe0.8Sm0.2O2−d (SDC) powderswere
prepared using a combustion method, whereas the corresponding

heat treatments were at 1100°C for 3 hours and at 800°C for 3 hours,
respectively (9, 27). The pure LSCM, LSCMNi, LSCM-Ni0.75Cu0.25,
LSCM-Ni0.5Cu0.5, LSCM-Ni0.25Cu0.75, and LSCMCupowders were trea-
ted in 5% H2/Ar at 800°C for 20 hours to prepare the reduced samples.
La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.8Mg0.2O3 (LSGM)was prepared using a solid-state reaction
method and then pressed into pellet and sintered at 1500°C for 6 hours
in air (28). The LSGMdisk with a thickness of 0.6mm and a diameter of
20 mm was polished and used as an electrolyte support.

Characterization
The crystal structures of the samples were characterized by XRD with
a scan rate of 5°Cmin−1 in the 2q range of 20° to 80°. XPSwith a Al Ka
(1486.6 eV) radiation source was carried out to analyze the elemental
states of the samples. A dc four-terminal method was used to investi-
gate the conductivity of the samples in 5% H2/Ar over a temperature
range of 600° to 800°C. A thermogravimetric analysis method was
used to analyze the oxygen stoichiometry of the samples. SEM was
used to investigate the sample microstructure. TEM analysis with
selected-area diffraction was performed to observe the interface
architecture on a JEOL 2100F field emission transmission electron
microscope operated at 200 kV.

Electrochemical characterization
The cells with LSGM electrolyte were fabricated using different elec-
trodes (0.5 cm2) and the SDC at the ratio of 35 weight % (wt %) and
proper amount ofa-terpineolwith cellulose were added. The electrode
slurries were screen-printed on both surfaces of the LSGM disk,
followed by a heat treatment at 1100°C for 3 hours to assemble a single

Fig. 5. The performances of the electrochemical reforming of CH4/CO2. (A) The I-V curves of the CO2 electrolysis with simultaneous electrochemical oxidation of
CH4 electrolysers based on different anode materials at 800°C. (B) The short-term performances of the electrochemical reforming of CH4/CO2 at different applied
voltages. (C) In situ ac impedance spectroscopy with different anodes at different applied voltages. Rp, polarization resistance. (D) CO production and H2 production
in anode with various anode materials.
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cell. The gold mesh (82 mesh) was used as current collector, and the
gold wire is 0.06mm in diameter. The electrodes were prereduced using
5% H2/Ar for activation at 800°C. For the electrochemical tests, an
electrochemical working station (IM6, Zahner) in a two-electrodemode
was used. The compositions of the cycling gas products were analyzed
using an online gas chromatography (GC2014, Shimazu). In situ im-
pedance data were recorded with a voltage amplitude of 10 mV over
the applied frequency in the range of 0.1 Hz to 4 MHz. Long-term sta-
bility tests were performed at a fixed voltage while the current densities
were recorded online using an electrochemical working station.

Theoretical calculations
DFT calculations were performed using a plane wave basis set Vienna
Ab initio Simulation Package code (29). Within the projector aug-
mented wave framework, the plane wave cutoff used for total energy
calculationswas set to 450 eV. The generalized gradient approachwas
used including the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional to describe
exchange and correlation (30). The energies and residual forces were
converged to 10–6 eV and 0.02 eV Å−1, respectively. The optimized
crystal structure and lattice parameters of LCO(LaCrO3) on a 3 × 3 ×
6 k-point grid was cubic, with a = 3.891 Å, which is in good agreement
with the experimental values (31). A p(2 × 2) superstructure with four
layers (160 atoms) of the (001) surface of LCO was used to simulate
the periodic slab model. The two bottom layers were fixed to its bulk
geometry during optimization, and other atoms were fully relaxed.
The vacuum region is 15 Å thick. The Cu segregation on the (001)
surface slab of the LCO was mimicked by a system containing a Cu
cluster with 13 Cu atoms laying on the (001) surface of LCO, and Ni
clusters were similar to Cu clusters; however, Ni-Cu clusters contained
seven Ni atoms and six Cu atoms. A 2 × 2 × 1 k-point grid was used
for Brillouin zone sampling of the M(Cu, Ni, or Ni-Cu)/LCO (001)
surface system. The adsorption energy of CO2 was calculated as Eads =
Etotal −ECO2

− Esubstrate, where Etotal is the total energy of the adsorption
system,ECO2

and Esubstrate are the CO2 in gas phase and the energy of the
M/LCO surface systemwithout adsorption, respectively (32). TS searches
were carried out by the climbing image nudged elastic band method
(33, 34). The stability of the high-temperature structure was verified by
molecular dynamics simulation.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/4/3/eaar5100/DC1
fig. S1. XPS results of oxidized and reduced samples.
fig. S2. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of reduced samples and the conductivities of
reduced samples.
fig. S3. The best configurations for chemisorption of CO2 on system surface and corresponding
differential charge density.
fig. S4. Different configurations for chemisorption of CO2 on the M/LCO (001) system surface.
fig. S5. The configurations for chemisorption of CO2 on the M/LCO (001) system defected
surface and the corresponding molecular dynamics calculation.
fig. S6. SEM image for the single cells.
fig. S7. The ac impedance spectra of the electrolyzers.
fig. S8. The ac impedance spectra of the electrolyzers for single solid oxide cells.
fig. S9. The long-term and redox cycling performance of the symmetric cell.
table S1. The adsorption energies, bond distances, and bond angle after CO2 adsorption and
charge analysis of a partial system.
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